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“There are so many things people can do in FIFA to enhance gameplay, but these kinds of authentic and dynamic animations would be out of place in an arcade game,” said
Shoya Nakamura, Producer, FIFA series. “As a producer of the series, I am excited to be able to deliver authentic player motion by using the real-life player data we’ve collected
and, to use cutting-edge technology to bring the game to life. We’re looking forward to seeing what people will do with this powerful feature.” New Commentary In addition to the
live commentary provided by existing radio broadcast teams, FIFA 22 introduces AI commentators that can react to game situations, analyze player data and make new
commentary calls that are tailored to the outcome of gameplay. Commentary can include “Instinctive Commentary” that gives real-time reactions to situations, “Director
Commentary” that highlights key moments, and “Thoughtful Commentary” that offers analysis of player data and detailed explanations of situations. Commentary can be muted
or be subject to frequency restrictions. “The current commentary is a key reason why FIFA continues to appeal to so many people. We listened carefully to fan feedback from our
previous installments and are excited to take this even further with the introduction of AI commentators and more detailed game data in commentary,” said Doug Ose, Executive
Vice President and COO, Electronic Arts Inc. “The goal here is to take players’ frustration with the commentary to the next level.” FUTIIV – FIFA Ultimate Team FUTIIV returns to
FIFA 22 for the first time since FIFA 16. FUTIIV features various improvements and new goals. A “Roster Cleanup” filter has been added to the in-game menu that enables players
to check for and delete duplicate players and generic items from the roster. FUTIIV also features improvements to the FUT Draft system. Players can now assign a value to each
player in a draft, which impacts the order in which the players are chosen and prevents some players from being selected due to their low values. FUTIIV also features “Cheats”
functionality, which allows players to activate and control certain features that are not available in the normal game. These features include the creation of different game rules,
such as no-save or no-ret

Features Key:

 Award-winning, Physically-Based Motion Engine
NPS (Natural Player Sorting) – a skill-based system that learns from your gameplay, based on technical, tactical, physiological and performance indicators
Create Your Own Team
60 real-life teams, including 4 new EPL, new FA, League Cup and Europa League teams
Authentic Club Atmosphere
FIFA Ultimate Team – the most popular team-based game mode from the franchise, updated for EA SPORTS FIFA 22
Create a real, in-game experience by managing and playing your own team
Create matches, styles and kits for your Pro-Club using the refined squad and transfer system
Live the EPL like you never have before – with ‘Teammates and Defenders’, the new AI motion analysis and collision system and explosive physics
Play One-on-One with the new Intuitive Dribbling System
See the Book of Moves pack for Dynamic and Agent Skills
Exclusive all-new Social Campaigns, Moments and Scenario Packs
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FIFA is football’s world game – the biggest name in sports gaming. FIFA is the world’s biggest annual sports brand with more than 225 million copies sold, available in over 180
markets, and with the recent release of FIFA 20, the most-played sports game of all time. Wherever the foot touches, football rules! FIFA is the game that brings fans closer to the
game than ever before, both on and off the pitch. FIFA is a brand that continues to inspire and challenge gamers and sports fans around the world. Build your Ultimate Team™
Collect and nurture your Ultimate Team of the ultimate stars of world football. In an age of video on demand, gamers can compete for a place in the pinnacle of competitive
gaming with up to 3 million matches a day. FIFA puts YOU in the spotlight, to win and be in with a chance to play in the ultimate tournaments of football such as The Club and FIFA
Ultimate Team Tournaments, the world’s biggest tournaments. FIFA also allows you to play against friends, in solo matches, lobbies, or ranked matches, providing a social gaming
experience unmatched in the world of FIFA. Experience Award Winning Gameplay With FIFA Ultimate Team, you can build and trade your own customized team to take on the
world in all-new Draft Mode, customise kits to suit your own team playstyle, or rank up in the All-New Sideshow Fame system and experience the highly realistic world of FIFA. The
all-new Player Impact Engine and all-new Kickboxer X-Factor bring the pitch even closer to life than ever before, while Real Player Motion brings ball-to-ball awareness to the
game. EA SPORTS Football Club™ Football Club is an all-new experience, bringing together the intensity of multiplayer competition with the social focus of a traditional club in a
single persistent gaming environment. In Football Club you can play in a range of highly competitive modes – from goal-achievement challenges to ranked, weekly and season
tournaments – unlocking rewards, earning points and achieving the ultimate goal of leading your club to glory. Revamped Manager Mode With FIFA Ultimate Team and the all-new
Football Manager Mode, get closer to the gameplay of the game. You can now manage your Ultimate Team and create your own real-world football club. Choose your favourite
player from your Ultimate Team and go into management mode. Set your formation, tactics and transfers using bc9d6d6daa

Fifa 22

The world’s most authentic and popular club experience is back, and better than ever. Players and managers around the world have spent countless hours scouring the globe and
crafting unparalleled players from top to bottom, including the likes of Pele and Diego Maradona. Spend gold to build Ultimate Teams to conquer the competition on the pitch and
lead your squad to countless victories. Introducing Ultimate Team Seasons – Season Mode simulates the entire football calendar year, and will allow you to experience the highs
and lows of the league calendar in a whole new way. Introducing seasonal elements such as tournaments, cup competitions, midseason transfers and more. Introducing EASHL –
The enhanced Arena Skill Select functionality will bring true authenticity to the EASHL, where players will be able to make on-the-fly tactical decisions using the on-screen
touchpad and stop/start the ball. New User Experience – The new User Interface designed to be more accessible and intuitive to new users with the addition of player tutorials and
an expanded My Club menu, with more options for editing player kits and more. NEW OFFICIAL SOCCER CLUBS Official Clubs - Get ready to experience a new level of authentic
club soccer with more than 400 official clubs, each with unique player models, kits, and atmospheres, and not to mention legendary stadium experiences. Choose between
Barcelona or ManU (Real Madrid will be available in 2016), and experience the balance of style and substance that come with official clubs. New Player Faces – Welcome to the
world of FIFA 22! The upgraded player faces will feature more realistic facial detail and hair design. Players will look more current, more professional, more realistic. New UEFA Kits
– Footie fans will have a new array of official-grade kits available to rock at the next Euro Cup or just experience the sights and sounds of the olde Englese game. New EASHL – The
Enhanced Arena Skill Select functionality will bring true authenticity to the EASHL, where players will be able to make on-the-fly tactical decisions using the on-screen touchpad
and stop/start the ball. NEW MULTIPLAYER MODES From small towns to major metropolis, cities across the globe have a rich history of club football. Play one of the largest and
most diverse list of authentic player clubs in the world in the brand-new Career Mode. Cricket Cricket features more balanced stats,

What's new in Fifa 22:

Deeper tactical interaction - Cambers and the full range of new vertical passes, for example, create a more tactical, cinematic soccer experience and a greater range of ability on the
ball. These new elements provide a new class of long-distance passes and further improve the visual fidelity of one of the most beautiful and compelling sports in the world.
Deeper, livelier emotion - Emotional intelligence and reaction is now a hallmark of the game. Such groundbreaking changes now make emotional interaction even greater than ever,
moving the ball quicker and more dynamically than ever, as well as allowing you to develop your FUT player more keenly.
Hyper-realism - Player individuality, lighting and shading, breathable clothing, more fluid animations, and intelligent player logic now bring the real-life atmosphere of the the sport to
the game.
Finance Manager - Take on the all-new finance manager role, assessing, evaluating, renegotiating and re-evolving the key elements of each club. This new feature enables you to keep
on top of all the changing details of club transfer policy and give your club new powerful advantages on the field.
Overall improvements to the career mode
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FIFA is the world’s most popular videogame franchise, and EA SPORTS FIFA is the industry leader in authenticity and innovation. We are the creator of The
Club, a living, breathing parallel universe of players, teams, managers and stories where the most talented footballers and players from all over the world
come together to inspire, motivate and entertain you. With FIFA, you get to be a part of that world and experience football at a new level. FIFA on mobile
Download the FIFA Mobile app now for free on iOS, Android and select Samsung mobile devices. Available in 30 countries around the world, the FIFA Mobile
app allows you to play as your favourite clubs and teams on the go, with unlimited real-world football, combined with daily rewards and freemium gameplay
challenges. Download the FIFA Mobile app now for free on iOS, Android and select Samsung mobile devices. Available in 30 countries around the world, the
FIFA Mobile app allows you to play as your favourite clubs and teams on the go, with unlimited real-world football, combined with daily rewards and freemium
gameplay challenges. The official FIFA Mobile app features: – Play with the world’s best footballers from over 140 teams and clubs in a variety of official
competitions in real-world leagues; – Play against your friends around the world in real-time, without using data or Wi-Fi; – Play one-on-one with your
favourite footballers against new challenges and game modes daily; – Play exciting mini-games, via the Pass a Ball and Free Kick Challenge modes; – Store
gameplay data, learn new skills and progress your Club’s cards for maximum rewards. – Play for Free with Free Coins and have a Boost of 200 from your
Friends. – Download stunning collectable player and club cards (cards in game currency) for your Club (more to come)! – Daily rewards: collect Gold, Tokens
and Coins to purchase packs of upcoming and classic cards. – Set up your own training sessions and analyse your performance with the Pro Scouting feature. –
Take part in special competitions, such as seasonal giveaways, to win fantastic rewards. – Share with friends the pictures of your epic moments to show off
your skills. – Special seasonal rewards and daily game modes: competition for top players in daily tournaments, exclusive events and a chance to play
legendary footballers in the Champions League.
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